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Discussion

Whether we are developing young athletes, designing injury prevention programmes, preparing high-level athletes for competition, or rehabilitating an athlete back to sport, the technical skill performance of the athlete(s) needs to be considered. Usually, technical skill performance is captured by training time (minutes), training frequency (number of sessions) or movement repetitions.\textsuperscript{1} However, this approach is limited by only assessing the external workload of the technical skill. Beyond the external workload, the athlete’s physiological and psychological response to the load can also be assessed (termed internal load).\textsuperscript{1} One commonly used internal load measurement is the rating of perceived exertion (RPE) - a 0-10 or 0-100 category ratio rating scale where the lower end represents rest and the upper end maximal effort. Typically, the RPE scale is used to capture the athlete’s global perceived experience of the physical work load. From a skill perspective however, this method provides little insight into the perceived technical demands of the movement(s). Weston and colleagues recognized this limitation and asked athletes to provide an RPE for the technical demand of matches and training (RPE-T).\textsuperscript{2,3} RPE scales however, are proposed as general intensity scales.\textsuperscript{4} This characteristic, arguably, can be considered as both an advantage (can be used for various applications) or a disadvantage if the instructions and anchors are not specific enough to the activity or event. Indeed, framing and wording of the instructions and anchors (and the intensities they represent) are important for the reliability and validity of a rating scale.\textsuperscript{5} Therefore, building on from the RPE-T, we present below the rating of perceived challenge (RPC) - an internal load measurement for technical skill underpinned by skill acquisition theory. This theoretical underpinning equips the RPC with technical skill specific instructions and anchors.

In a recent paper, we describe a technical skill training framework and skill load measurements for the rugby tackle.\textsuperscript{6} The paper was a follow-on from our \textit{British Journal of Sports Medicine} paper, arguing for a planned contact-skill training programme to reduce the risk of tackle injuries while optimising performance within rugby.\textsuperscript{7} The technical skill training framework and skill load measurements were based on skill acquisition and skill development frameworks, including i) the constraints-based framework for skilled performance;\textsuperscript{8} ii) the challenge point framework\textsuperscript{9} and iii) the skill acquisition periodization
The technical skill training framework outlines the relationship between the difficulty of the task and the availability of information in the training environment. The relationship between the available information and the task difficulty provides the challenge point of the training session. Based on the technical ability of the athlete and the session objectives, the task difficulty and available information can be manipulated to set the optimal challenge point in order to maximise skill retention and transfer (skill learning).

In the paper we propose that the challenge point be used as a measure to quantify skill load. The challenge point describes the interaction between the difficulty of the task (dependent on the skill level of the player) and potential available information to the player (i.e., too much or too little information). The task difficulty (absolute and relative) and the available information is typically set by the coach and other practitioners (e.g., strength and conditioning coach, sport scientist, physiotherapist). For practical purposes, coaches and practitioners could use a visual analogue scale (VAS) from 1 to 10 (Figure 1) to rate the difficulty of the task and available information. For task difficulty, a rating of 1 on the VAS represents the execution of a set of coordinated movement patterns (technique), and 10, the proficient execution of the correct actions in response to the situation (skill proficiency) while fatigued (skill capacity). For the level of available information, a highly structured, low-representative environment serves as the anchor for the lower extreme and a competition-like environment serves as the upper extreme on the VAS (see Hendricks et al. 2018 for complete definitions). The resulting value from these two ratings represents the challenge point set by the coach or practitioner. In the context of technical skill training, the coach’s or practitioner’s challenge point can be considered an external subjective measure of technical skill load. To determine if the athlete experiences this challenge and works around the optimal challenge point, the athlete could be asked to rate how technically challenging they perceive the skill session to be (RPC), thus providing a measure of internal technical skill load (Figure 2).
Assessing the internal and external technical load of a sport-specific movement has both clinical and performance applications. In a clinical setting for example, the RPC can help clinicians progress rehabilitating athletes from controlled movements and conditions (low RPC) to more sport-specific movements and conditions (higher RPC), aiding the safe return to play decision-making process. From a performance perspective, the major application would be to monitor and plan technical skill training to prevent injury and illness, and optimize performance. The RPC is an internal load measurement for technical skill performance and therefore should be used in conjunction with other physical internal load measurements (for example, RPE) and external physical (for example, speed) and skill (for example, repetitions) to get a complete view of the workload of the activity.

In conclusion, using skill acquisition and skill development frameworks, we propose an approach to measuring the load of technical skill. How technically challenging a skill session was can be assessed through the rating of perceived challenge (RPC). Coaches and practitioners could easily add the RPC to their current data capturing systems to help monitor and prescribe skill training. Future research work in the area could focus on further validating the technical skill load measurements (or disprove its constructs) and determine its relationship to other physical load measurements and training modes, as well as potential links to injury, illness and performance.
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